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RESIN CLEANER
Spray-on resin remover and cutter cleaning liquid.

 Simply spray on and wipe off.
 Supplied in pump action dispenser.
 Ideal for sawblades, router bits, planer blades and drill 
bits etc.
 Corrosion inhibiting agent prevents rusting of blades 
whilst being cleaned.
 Liquid has dissolving properties that quickly and 
harmlessly remove caked on resin.

RESIN/100  (100ml) £10.90
RESIN/600   (600ml) £22.27
RESIN/2500  (2500ml) £38.88
Supplied with a separate pump action dispenser.

TRENDICOTE
Dry Lubricant PTFE Spray.

 Dry lubricant spray to increase sawblade and router  
cutter life.
 Invaluable for preventing build-up of resins on metal table 
surfaces, sawblades and metal tooling.
 Does not contain silicone.

TRENDICOTE/60* (60ml) £3.52
TRENDICOTE* (500ml) £18.53

RUST BUSTER
Rust Protector and Lubricant Spray.

 Protects cutting tools against rust.
 Cleans thoroughly to penetrate and loosen rusted 
components.
 Penetrates and lubricates to stop squeaking.
 Drives out water on metal surfaces.
 Frees sticky mechanisms, un-jams and lubricates.
 Ideal for spraying onto router cutter shanks and sawblades 
to prevent rust.

RUST/60* (60ml) £2.90 COLLET BRUSH 
KIT
Pack of four brushes. 

 Use to remove deposits of resin, dust and  
corrosion from the inside of collets.  
 Made from brass to prevent score damage.
 Sizes 1/4”, 8mm, 3/8” and 1/2”.

CB/KIT £5.08

TRENDIWAX
Wax Lubricant

 Extends sawblade life by keeping  
blade cool at cutting points.
 For use when sawing aluminium.   
Use at regular intervals.
 Apply directly onto the teeth of a  
stationary blade.

TRENDIWAX (342g) £8.96

LUBRICANTS & CUTTER CLEANING

CUTTER & COLLET 
CARE KIT
This kit contains all the essential  
accessories to maximise the life 
of your cutters, collets and router.

CCC/KIT* £24.10

INCLUDES:
1 x Mini diamond sharpening stone
1 x Water bottle
4 x Brass brushes
1 x 60ml Trendicote
1 x 60ml Rust Buster
1 x Booklet

* Note: Aerosols can only be shipped to UK mainland addresses.
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Prolong machinery lifeClean tools and cutters Use as a lubricant

Router Cutters, Tools and Sawblades
Industrial strength spray on cleaner removes resin build-up and 
grime.  Just spray, soak, then wipe or scrub residue off.

Router Cutter Bearings, Screws and Handsaws
Lubricate your bearings to increase tool life.   
Soak screws for easy driving and keep handsaws in pristine 
condition to prevent binding.

Sawing Machines, Bandsaws, Sanding Belts  
and Machine Beds
So versatile - cleaner also acts as a rust inhibitor, prevents 
corrosion and reduces down-time. 

Soak screws 
before use.

Spray teeth 
& saw.

TOOL & BIT CLEANER
An industrial grade tool and bit cleaner to remove pitch and resin  
build-up from sawblades, router cutters, planer blades and drill bits etc.

Industrial strength cleaner for a variety of uses.  Acts as an 
excellent lubricant and increases tool life.
Provides rust and corrosion protection.  
Has unique properties which breaks the molecular bond and 
lifts the dirt from the tool as opposed to eating away the dirt 
like citrus cleaners and other chemicals.
Can be used to keep saw table machine surface top rust free.
Applied by spraying onto tool from a distance of 100mm, allow 
to soak in for a few minutes, then wipe clean with a cloth or 
sponge.
Biodegradable, earth and human friendly.  Non-toxic and non-
flammable.

CLEAN/500 £18.15
Supplied in a 532ml pump action spray bottle.

GIFT VOUCHERS
Available in £5, £10 & £20 denominations.

Give a woodworker or DIY friend or relative the 
freedom and flexibility of a Trend gift voucher.
Vouchers are supplied in a presentation sleeve and 
are redeemable at Trend stockists for any Trend 
product.
They can be ordered online, or from participating 
Trend stockists.

ROUTING BOOK
‘Complete Routing’ by Alan Holtham, 
an essential read for the amateur or the 
experienced router user.  

Full of easy to read routing techniques and step 
by step guides on how to use your router to its full 
potential.  With only a little experience you will soon 
be using the router to transform both the making 
and the detail of all your woodworking projects.  
Includes four step by step projects for all 
abilities: 

Bathroom cabinet
Occasional table
Bathroom storage rack
Settle seat

BOOK/CR £21.69
(VAT exempt)

Redeemable only in 
the UK.  Terms and 

conditions apply.

Watch Alan 
Holtham give a full 
demonstration on 
the benefits of using 
Trend Tool & Bit 
Cleaner.

www.trend-uk.com/voucher

To order gift vouchers visit:

All prices are exclusive of VAT

Removes resin and grime from  
machine bed surfaces.

Lubricate bearingsCleans router cutters.
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